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About This Game

Unruly Ghouls is an insanely fun VR arcade style defense shooter set in a beautifully spooky environment. The ghouls may look
cute but they must be stopped! The only thing keeping them from taking over are your super high tech anti-ghoul wards, which
these ghouls will stop at nothing to destroy. Grab your ghoul hunting inventions and take these ghouls out! Experience what it

feels like to be inside an arcade game.

Key Features

Unique Shooter Defense Gameplay - A new take on defense gameplay blended with arcade shooting action!

Anti-Ghoul Inventions - Weaken the ghouls with your blaster and suck them up using your vacuum! This combination is
a new gameplay experience you can't get anywhere else!

Local Leaderboard - Compete with your friends for the high score, the top ten scores and intitials are saved, the perfect
VR party game!

Spectral Orbs - Collect spectral orbs to power up your inventions or repair your anti-ghoul wards!

Multiple Ghoul Enemies - From minion ghouls to a huge boss ghoul, there are several variations of the ghouls to fight!
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I'm following this game since the earliest public beta version because something catched my interest in its theme. Soul Saber 2 is
a class based game with heavy focus on strenght and weakness. Each class has the right tools to literally obliterate an another
class, while lacking everything necessary to protect themselves from a third class. Of course it is possible to get on something
you weak against but not face to face when both aware of each other. Some characters can be considered as hybrid which makes
it easier to deal with multiple classes but renders its speciality more weaker as you can expect that. Characters differs a lot and
cost different amount from the team gauge upon death, which depends on their overall effectiveness or potential. The AI at its
most difficult setting is fully aware of these, and honestly Soul Saber 2 is one of the few class based games where the computer
controlled characters are using the given tactical options.

The online mode didn't changed since its first publication sometimes in 2009. A simple server-client method where someone
host a server and the other 11 players can connect by the host's IP address. The netcode is quite good for a game that was
developed by a single person. I haven't tested the Steam version online yet, but the equal DLsite version didn't had problems
even with higher distance between the players. Additionally, if the server has no enough players for the server set team size the
game fills the empty places with AI controlled bots.

While I thought it is obvious, when I read through the reviews I found it sad how many complained about its lack of depth. It is
not true. This game is very deep when it comes to weapons, weapon effectiveness against the different classes, damage
modifiers depending on the status of the target, and the melee combo and counter methods. It is very hard to master these and it
still will be more or less random during matches as the game itself is very fast. Still you can get the upper hand when you see the
opening and knows the way how to strike through it the most effectively.. I'm just saying this game would be so much more fun
if u could keep ur village and not have levels just build and expand
plus the stuffcan be hard to control i flatten land and it destroys houses i kinda like it but it should be free $19.99 is a rip off.
This game really is awesome, my first ES game was skyrim so i bought this and i have to admit i like this more. One of the
biggest thing is there are so many types of enemies 9\/10 (one issue is some enemies are a pain to kill at higher levels). Much
edgy, such wow - Good game, would play again. 10/10. it's kind of a mobile game more than pc game, but I like it, it's an ok
game for me, nice cartoon graphics but the price for this game is ridiculous. Is this was Army of Two was based of?

Sure as hell got the same core aspects.
Except for the fact that this is a FPS game and that it has clunkier controls.

It would give it a 6/10, why I am skimping on the rating is because I never truly experienced this game since NOBODY
♥♥♥♥ING OWNS IT.
AND THAT'S PROBABLY FOR THE BETTER, GODDAMN.. So you need to tweak some of this tiles inroder to make them
in working order. Tiles looks good but you guys can do much better. Atleast your game will look bit different. Despite being
"linear" - it's a game with refined VR experience. Enjoyed playing it!. it's a good pack but you get one car looking like a indy
car then the other two are just the indy car that you accully get sucks so overall i would not have liked to buy this pack unless
you like having all the cars in the game i have 73 i'm missing 2 but this pack is still not worth it.. If you can get past the crappy
res it's stuck on, this is a really cool game. I enjoyed it immensely, and it's more than worth the money and time. We need more
point-and-click adventure games!
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Smoke Banana Everyday.. The game is very good. All you need is a giant♥♥♥♥♥mousepad and you're set!. wow very good
game is like mixer viking metal and old school games. Played 40 mins of this and it was just full of crashes in the server with
my friend I got screenshots of the crash notes here : http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=753779177
I loved the idea of going in to portals and raiding the different areas and fighting bosses with friends but the game doesn't run
well at all.

EDIT: The game is easy to complete in under 2 hours but the developer has fixed the online bug!. Hello friends. I just played
this game. It has some interesting mechanics, as you drive, but not in the traditional way. Your a limo driver that does one
thing..spin, spin, and spin...It is a very interesting play mechanic. It also features live scenes. Anyways, here is my Pro's and
Con's:

PROS:

-A interesting mechanic in a driving game, revolving and spinning driving. This actually takes some puzzle elements into the
game too so you can fit into certain spots in the game.

-Live Action scenes. There are live movies which are voiced and acted out. The acting in some scenes is very funny. I laughed at
a couple of them. This game does not take itself serious either..so that adds to the humour.

-Replay to collect collectables around the map.

-Different modes of play (some open after beating game).

CONS:

- The spinning driving might be not everyone's favorite game .

- The voice acting is well..not that great, but it does add to game to make it funny.

-Some of the achievements are extremely time sensitive..and seem very long to me. For example, there is one achievement
where you need to play for 8 hours to get it? That is a long time to get a achievement...

For all it's sillyness, i want to recommend this game. I think this game is more like a 1970's B movie..at least it feels like that to
me. Anyways, it is a silly game with funny live action scenes. The game itself is solid. The strange roatating mechanic is even
interesting. For all this, i still find the game a bit silly.. Loved this game back in 2006 and had just repurchased it on Steam a
year or so ago (before the Redux was announced). The new 2017 update is in improvement in just about every way from the
original.

While the engine and game mechanics haven't had anything added (from what I can tell), the game holds up pretty damn well -
and the improved graphics add quite a bit to the replay value (for me at least),

I wish they had added in some of the elements from Sniper Elite 4 - but, at the same time, this game is quite a lot of fun and
stands on its own blue legs. Really love the Bio-Chip menu and all the cool things you can do with your weapons.

The only real issue I had was with the cover mechanic, I kept on going into cover, or getting stuck on cover when I was trying to
run past. It got easier with time, but I really wish the cover was a bit smoother.

My other quibble is that Helm still doesn't appear in the end credits with the rest of the squad. Would be nice if he was there at
the end cinematic during the credits ;)

I also miss Natashov's old outfit - but I suppose that is the tennage side of me :P

Really hope they decide to put out a new Rogue game - I wouldn't even mind if they redid the story from the start again using a
newer engine (a blending of Sniper Elite and this would be awesome)
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..and while I am wishing, a Co-Op campaign mode would be great as well!!!!. Adorable. And how many games go for a ZX
Spectrum look? Adorable!. my goodness does this game have charm. i recomend it to all people looking for an hour or two of
fun gameplay. it doesnt cost much and its worth avery cent it costs
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